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SPR ING  2022

Dear Members,

Spring is now here and we look forward to our club events this season.  Over the winter months we
have enjoyed several Zoom meetings on various topics, and details are available on the website.
Our last Zoom meeting featured antifouling now and in the future and was a real eye opener.

We have now completed our membership renewals, and have maintained our average membership numbers. Since our
last Nimbus News we have four new members.

In the absence of a social secretary we were helped by several members some of whom are not on the committee. 

Offshore Power Boats kindly hosted a reception in their new offices at Lymington at the end of April. Following this we met
for dinner at the Mayflower Hotel, Lymington. 

Our annual rally to Island Harbour, Isle of Wight is scheduled for May, and member Chris Edwards is helping with 
the arrangements. 

In June Jill Freeborn has arranged an event at Bembridge Harbour Marina for two nights, comprising a meal ashore at
Brading Haven Yacht Club and a BBQ on the second night in the marina. 

Julia Hendry has arranged a rally in Yarmouth Harbour for July and a meal ashore. 

Our Treasurer Roger Nicholas has arranged lunch at the Hornet SSC, Gosport in October.  

Thank you to the above members, we are very grateful for your help.

It has been difficult to arrange rallies at our usual south coast marinas owing to the increased number of boats in 
the area.  As usual I encourage members to organize events in their particular area, and the club would be willing to 
make a contribution.

Our thanks to Peter and Jean for another splendid edition of Nimbus News.

Happy boating, keep safe. David.

(Many thanks to Jill Freeborn who has now been elected as Events Coordinator. Eds)

FROM THE CHAIRMAN

A Message from the Membership Secretary - Janet Noyce 
A warm welcome to the following members who have recently joined us.

Martin and Julie Walford, 280c PAMELA, home port Dartmouth
Ian and Pat Simpson, 320c NORQUAY, home port Oban

Ken and Pam Beecroft, 310c SWANSONG, home port Hamble
Anthony and Susan Chennell, 3003 JUST MAGIC, home port Chichester

We look forward to hearing of your cruising adventures. Janet 

NewsN I M B U S
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Jean and Peter Coles 
(White Rider, 310c, Gosport)
Boating is seasonal so your Spring edition is about technical 
improvements, previous lessons learned and safety warnings for
the season. Some items are close to the far end of the range
scary/horrifying – read on and you’ll see what we mean. But this
is not only a ‘safety’ edition, we’ve pictures of the South coast
Christmas event, advice for foodies and an excellent example of
a family weekend.

Many thanks to all contributors. We’re pleased that your Spring
2022 edition of Nimbus News shows good examples of the 
variety of boating fun! Please use this summer as a chance to send
pictures and stories of your experiences to us for the Summer and Autumn Newsletters.

EDITORS’ INTRO.

NIMBUS OWNERS CLUB 

Events 2022
To be arranged when we can through 

“All Member” emails.

Members are notified and reminded about future events by email and the Club website 
has a comprehensive section for events. This is the 2022 list, to date:

ISLAND HARBOUR 16TH MAY

BEMBRIDGE 13TH JUNE

YARMOUTH 6TH JULY

GOSPORT, HORNET 12TH OCTOBER

BUT please check the website for details, the one you want may be fully booked or be intended
for your diary - until booking begins.
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PRE- CHRISTMAS
WALHAMPTON ARMS
Club members gathered for a festive get-together on 8th December 2021. Some
came just for dinner others stayed overnight. OK, they’re a bit posed, we know
youngsters do this all the time but many thanks to Angela Vince for these pictures. 

Geography and time of year meant that this event attracted members who were
happy to drive to an ancient New Forest pub. Please remember Chairman David’s
frequent offer: the club is keen to encourage local/regional groups to meet socially or for more technical discussions.
Just ask and NOC will help. 
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FOOD for
THOUGHT

by Julia Hendry Norca 11320c

During the pandemic and even now restrictions have eased, booking a visitors’ berth has sometimes been 
a challenge, unless booked well ahead. Taking into account the vagaries of the British weather and other 
commitments, this is not always an option.  

On Norca 11, we have one rather elderly crew member, aside from the skipper and first mate. Molly our 
14 year old spaniel requires a walk ashore berth nowadays and preferably not over 6 other boats, so dropping
the hook is not an option, nor is rafting. The other important factor is the rest of the crew are self-confessed
‘foodies’ so the proximity of a decent meal is another important consideration. Perhaps just because first mate,
cook and bottle washer wants to escape the galley. 

Finding many of the usual favourites fully booked, we set about searching out places previously neglected during
our 20 years of boating in the Solent. We were not disappointed!  Friendly, efficient service, good facilities and
some excellent nearby eateries were required.  I know the following are not exactly hidden gems and will be 
familiar names to most Nimbis with boats on the South Coast, however for some reason, although local to us,
they had never been on our radar for a short stay. For some NN readers they may be your home port, so I hope
to do them justice. For those who have not visited them or not for a while this may provide ‘food for thought’.

First on the list was Ocean Village, an MDL marina which we’d never explored, despite being a short hop from
our home port of Hythe (approximately 15 minutes from berth to berth - much quicker than going by road).  
Situated at the top of Southampton Water, on the Itchen, just before the bridge, the marina does not pretend to
be the most scenic of spots but it is a hive of activity with boats of all types and sizes and always something
going on to catch your attention. The marina also offers a superb array of sophisticated eating, dining 
and leisure opportunities, including the 5star Harbour Hotel and Spa, a cinema and nearby museums all within
walking distance of the old town. We were tempted by the menu and location of the HarBar on the 6th floor 
of the Harbour Hotel, but as we couldn’t take Molly, we decided to save it for another occasion and settled 
for Bacaro, an Italian sort of tapas restaurant where we spent a most pleasant evening, with excellent food,
wine, service and ambience. Ocean Village is really a great place for a couple of days, a bit like taking a city
break on board your own B&B.

Leaving Ocean Village, we decided to motor up the Itchen a little further, through the bridge to Shamrock Quay
Marina. I was curious to see what it’s like. It sounds interesting and has quite a history taking its name from the
famous J-class yacht, Shamrock V, built here in 1931, to challenge for the America's Cup. We popped in and
picked up a short stay visitors’ berth to explore. Again, not the most scenic spot, but a bustle of activity with a
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cafe and bistro on the quay. However, the ‘foodie find’ here was JS fresh fishmongers and deli, with a fantastic
selection and probably one of the best wet fish shops around. They take the time to go into detail about their
catch, how to cook it and put on various demo/dining events and ‘pop up’ restaurants throughout the year. We
couldn’t resist some Sea Bass, they threw in some complimentary clams for us to try and we ended up overnight-
ing to cook up a feast on board.

Having spent nearly 15 years in Chichester marina before moving to Hythe, we had visited Emsworth many
times by car, and loved it but never been in by boat. Deciding to revisit the harbour for a few days we found a
berth at Northney for a night before a short hop across to Emsworth Yacht Harbour at the north end of Chichester
Harbour, set in an area of outstanding natural beauty. This is a small friendly family-run marina, with a cafe
and another very good wet fish shop on site, called Fresh from the Boat – it certainly is and mostly caught from
their own fishing boat.  There’s a short walk into town and a good choice of pubs and restaurants and inde-
pendent shops. If you enjoy your bangers and mash, just a few minutes’ walk away is Emsworth’s oldest pub,
The Sussex Brewery which boasts its own sausage menu and well worth a try. For something a bit fancier a
short walk round to South Street will bring you to Fat Olives, which always gets great reviews, but you will need
to book a table as it is very popular.  

Cowes is always a favourite but with both large marinas choc a bloc we managed to get a berth at Shepards.
I don’t know why we hadn’t given it a try before. Friendly staff, good facilities, short walking distance into town
and it offers a real little gem of a restaurant on site. The Basque Kitchen is a great little Spanish tapas bar, who
will do you a take away if you prefer to enjoy your tapas on board. Ending on a less savoury but practical note,
the marina has a free pump out facility, available to all harbour users.

Hope this has given you some ‘food for thought’ for the coming season

PS. If you have come across any foodie finds when out on the water, please share them, either to Nimbus News
editors or post them on the website.
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Nimbus 365 Shaft
Seal replacement

By Dennis Knight Shilling 365c
For those who like me have reached that time of life and find it a struggle: grovelling around on your knees to
squeeze grease into the shaft seal before re-launching and then have to grovel again to see if everything is ok and
“burp” the seal when re-launching; this piece maybe for you!

There is an alternative to the standard Volvo Penta shaft seal but admittedly it’s more expensive.

Having carefully measured the propshaft and tunnel I researched the various options, finally choosing one 
with water injection. Tides Marine’s SureSeal System seemed to be one that suited our needs and came with 
comprehensive instructions. 

The pictures below illustrate the process

Due to the very restrictive space between the end of the stern tube and gearbox, (having checked with Tides Marine),
the long flexible rubber sleeve was cut to a suitable length.  They also supplied a 45mm Tee Kit that was installed
in the hose to inject cooling water into the exhaust system. 

As our Nimbus was now 6 years old and with 420 recorded engine hours, it seemed sensible to replace the cutlass
bearing at the same time.  We also removed the disc that forces water back up the shaft tunnel so as not to push
against the water being ejected from the pressurised seal. 

Because I am one of those people described in the first paragraph, I admit I was only the gopher. 

Completed installation with shaft inserted and reconnected.
Tides Seal Kit fitted to stern tube.

The Original Volvo Penta Seal.
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By Gilbert Park Let’s Go 365c
We are fortunate that our grandchildren love being on the boat and even more so that their parents also enjoy it.
The Easter holidays loomed and the children were becoming excited and plotting where they wanted to go. Amelia’s
(aged 10) favourite was Bembridge, so she could go crabbing. Yarmouth was a close second because of the hot
showers and mirrors, where she could
do her hair. Joseph (aged 7) didn’t
mind so long as we went to Osborne
Bay so he could anchor the boat.  Their
mother (age not disclosed) pushed the
balance towards Yarmouth as her 
favorite. My son-in-law just went with
the flow (it’s easier that way).

School holidays this year varied from
school to school and, as the parents 
are teachers with different holidays, 
arranging a time when both were free
was difficult. In the end we went and
collected Joseph on the Tuesday so he
could help get the boat ready for 
the rest of the family following on the
next day.

Our 365 is kept at the Drystack in
Portchester and in preparation, we had
it moored in the small marina at the
Drystack, so it was sheltered and didn’t
get in the way. There was much for
Joseph to do when we arrived at the
boat. It needed a good wash outside
and, using a long-handled brush for a
soapy scrub he was able to get most of
the boat done. Hosing off the soapy
water was the easy bit and I didn’t get
too wet. The next job was to slide the
canopy on and lock it in place. Again,
Joseph’s help was invaluable, although
his little fingers did find some of the
elastic hooks tricky.

   

Let’s Go - with the 
Grandchildren



Then it was time for dinner.  Pizza and chocolate ice cream.  Then an early night for us all.  Up early and a promised
breakfast in McDonalds.

Ice Cream after Fish and Chips.
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The wind was very strong, Force 8 in the morning gradually decreasing over the day. The forecast was for the wind
to die down late afternoon at about 6 pm. Amelia and her parents arrived in time for lunch, after which it was time
for a walk to nearby Porchester.  What a wonderful place the village turned out to be. The main part of the castle is
free and the only part charged for is entering the Keep. After exploring the castle it was tea at the church within. Tea
amongst church pews was unusual!  In the church are books outlining who has lived in the village. It transpired that
James Lind, of limes to prevent scurvy fame, lived there.  We booked dinner at the Cormorant for 6.30pm so we
could move the boat at 6pm. We couldn’t make it much later because it was quiz night!

In the end we moved the boat at 5pm out of the marina onto the pontoon. After a great dinner at the Cormorant
when we returned the forecast was proved absolutely right - it was completely calm.

Next morning, I would like to say we left bright and early, but we didn’t!  Two children and their parents did take a
while to get going, mind you it did include a trip to nearby Lidl to get croissants for breakfast. After Joseph helped
me check the engine it was time to go.



As the wind was light and there was no traffic Amelia steered all the way to Yarmouth (under very close supervision),
although I moored the boat. It was a wonderful trip and the new Humphree Interceptors made it very smooth 
and relaxing at 17 knots, despite the Solent chop. (Gilbert describes these as very sophisticated trim tab controls
which actually work! They make his 365 behave like a 60-footer in waves. Eds.).

Check the link: https://humphree.com/functions/humphree-active-stabilization/ 

Once moored, everyone except me went off to town for shopping. They were meant to bring back fish and chips 
at about 6.30 but the Fish and Chip shop couldn’t fulfil the order until 7.30, so they all went to the pub.

After dinner it was time for the showers and mirrors for Amelia, quite why this takes over one hour is a mystery 
to me! But she enjoyed it.

9

Amelia Helms the boat.
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Hair do in Yarmouth

The next day was meant to start with croissants, but we arrived a bit late and only a few were left so we had a
mixture of pastries instead. After Joseph checked the engine, off we went, not to Osborne bay for lunch but Newtown
Creek where we anchored in Clamerkin Lake. Much to my surprise there were few boats with many buoys free.  
We were able to watch and listen to the seal colony as they sunbathed and swam. The dinghy was blown up and
off went my daughter with Amelia and later Jez with both children. Great fun.
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The boat and the family.

Lunch and then back to Portsmouth. I didn’t let Amelia helm us through the few boats and the narrow entrance to
Newtown Creek - next time, but she did helm (again under close supervision) all the way back, with Joseph acting
as lookout.

Once back at the Drystack it was time to pack and say goodbye as they went back to Cambridge to see Mary
Poppins the next day.  I hope they’ll come for a bit longer on the boat in the summer now the children have skills
that help me manage the boat.

Eds note;

Gilbert has negotiated discount for NOC members with his local navigation school in Emsworth, Hampshire.
Of course, there are other navigation/boating schools…...

Whether new to your boat, to boating generally or to power boats, all learning is good (no need to hide our
prejudices here!) boats are much more fun if you’re confident! PnJC

Emsworth School of Navigation says:

We would be happy to give a 10% discount to your members on all our RYA courses and also the Introduction to
Boat Electrics Course (we no longer run the Electronics Course).

Regarding the MCA Approved Engine Course we can discount this by £20. Unfortunately I can't give 10% on this
as it is a popular course and due to the current situation we are going to have to reduce the class size by 50%.

Additionally, if you can get a group of 4 together, I can offer a better discount.

If you have any queries then please don't hesitate to contact me.

Kind regards Karen Dorontic Principal
Emsworth School of Navigation,  Emsworth Yacht Harbour, Thorney Road, Emsworth PO10 8BP
Tel: 01243 432485 Web www.emsnav.com

Newtown Dinghying.
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“EMERGENCY!”
We all hope Not, BUT here Ray Harney has made a frame for the 

quick deployment of a life raft from their 320 C Blue Mist:

“Since extending our cruising, my wife and I decided we really should invest in a life raft. So, time I sorted that out! 
Storing a valise on smaller Nimbus Coupes is difficult. It takes up quite a bit of space under the cockpit or around the
lockers. Then there’s the question of clambering around the cockpit in an emergency, or heaving up a valise from the
lazarette. My wife would have no chance, especially if I were incapacitated. There’s a strong case for a canister but
how to store it?
Having looked at several life-raft cradles, I decided on the Osculati as the most suitable to adapt for the rear of 
our boat.
I removed the fender rack, repaired and glassed in the fixing holes
I decided two tubes welded across the rear of the cradle and the upper tube larger in diameter to create fixing points
to hold the cradle to the rear panel of the boat should do the job nicely. However, weight was a problem as the whole
package would weigh around 34 kg.
First, I reinforced the Rear Panel on the inside with marine ply having steam heated it to create a curve. I then fixed it
in position with CT 1 industrial adhesive with the cradle bolted temporarily until it was cured.
Secondly, I designed and made two adjustable feet to be welded onto the cross tube at the bottom of the 
cradle giving support for the weight onto the swim platform. Since taking these pictures I’ve added rubber stoppers
to the feet supports.
I had the help of two local companies to manufacture and weld my adaptions,

Lasertech Engineering Ltd, Unit Q ,
David Edwards Precision Engineering Ltd, Unit K3 A, 

Both are at Chantry Lane Industrial Estate, Storrington and are happy to help with small works.
My bespoke life raft cradle was born, see pictures 

Our life raft now has a position completely out of the way and, by the flick of a clip, can be instantly deployed 
by anybody!! In an EMERGENCY.”



Readers may already have considered alternatives to the regular job of renewing the poisonous paint ‘traditionally’
used to reduce marine fouling on boat bottoms. For hundreds of years copper was the main ingredient, more 
recently other chemical biocides were added. Until now, I’ve welcomed that nasty but wonderfully promising smell
around our boats every Spring, but…….

Over recent years environmental and health concerns have shown this cannot continue. Paint manufacturers have
changed their formulae and softened their marketing. Harbour authorities have set rules and boatyards and 
marinas have invested in improved washing and drainage facilities. So, where next and at what cost? 

Roger Nicholas’ piece below describes his investigation into the use of vinyl-covered Finsulate on his trim tabs.
Helpfully Roger, arranged a Zoom presentation for members which is accessible on our website. Finsulate has
been used for some years on the continent and is reported to be very effective on yachts and powerboats. The
initial costs are high, but does it save money, in the longer run? There was some discussion of costs during our
Zoom presentation and – with some trepidation – I’ve set out some estimates below. 

Of course, our boats and our cruising areas are all different - as are we. Costs vary and will matter more to some
owners than others. Currently Finsulate say the cost for a typical 30ft Nimbus with a clean and properly prepared
bottom would be £2,250 plus VAT. That preparation at a South Coast marina would cost around:

Lift, wash, block-off and re-launch £560, storage for 
a month c.£40. A marina berth holder would get 
a discount of around15% on those costs. Two years
ago, cleaning- off old antifoul and applying two
preparatory coats of epoxy on White Rider, cost 
us £1500 (but we’ve seen many worse bottoms than
ours….). On that basis the initial costs to Finsulate a
hull like ours would be c£5,000.

Our current annual cost of having two coats of paint
antifoul applied is c.£450, plus lift-out etc costs
(c£900+). BUT paint materials and labour costs will 
certainly increase and regulations are likely to 
increase as to when and how anti-fouling is allowed.
Hull-covering materials like Finsulate should be easier
and cheaper to clean - once marinas and boatyards
adapt to washing rather than needing to blast the muck
off hulls. Many variables of course but for a new 
boat Finsulate has a very strong attraction. In our case
the initial costs of ‘Finsulating’ would take 4+years 
to recoup. 

At the risk of repetition, the above are personal and
current estimates, no doubt others will find better deals
or greater problems. Hopefully, this and Roger’s piece,
will help Nimbus Owners’ Club members consider 
further the issues and the options around anti-fouling. 
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ANTIFOULING PRESENTand
FUTURE by Peter Coles White Rider 310c 
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BLACK ‘VELVET’ 
TRIM TABS
In 2021 I had the boat hull vinyl wrapped and the contractors mentioned experimental underwater wraps which were
coming to the leisure market. I researched likely products on the internet and eventually contacted ‘Finsulate UK’, who
were extremely helpful and agreed to run a trial using their product to cover my trim tabs.

The club website has a copy of their “ZOOM” talk but for those who haven’t seen it:

Rik Breur, a materials’ engineer from Delft University in the Netherlands, was an amateur scuba diver and 
that inspired him to develop Finsulate. Intrigued by the way the smooth shells of crabs got covered in barnacles
whereas the spiny shells of sea urchins stayed clear, he decided to mimic the prickly creatures’ natural 
defence mechanism.

His solution uses a special polyester film covered in thousands of stiff, spiny nylon bristles. When applied to the 
underwater sections of a boat using a water-based adhesive (in the same way as coloured vinyl wraps are applied
to the topsides), this tougher Finsulate film uses its physical properties to keep fouling at bay.

Growth occurs when barnacle larvae or algae spores are released into the water by their adult forms. These 
micro-organisms float freely in the water until they attach themselves to a solid surface. A GRP or metal hull provides
an ideal surface with just enough minor imperfections for the larvae to securely bond to it.

However, when these micro-organisms encounter the prickly nylon spikes of the Finsulate wrap, the movement of the
fibres presents an unstable surface, and larvae float off in search of something with better holding.

Breur claims this is not only a more environmentally sustainable solution than conventional antifouling paints - 
which leach biocides into the water - but also a longer-lasting and more effective one. Once applied Finsulate should
last for around five years with only minimal maintenance.

Further, he claims it works just as well when the boat is stationary as it does underway and should prove more 
effective than both soft and hard antifouling paints. These rely on the movement of water gradually removing 
the expired paint to reveal a fresh layer beneath. Even silicone-based antifouling needs an occasional blast of 
speed to wash off immature growth before the growth gets a firm grip.

While the product has been established for 8 years in Europe, distribution has only recently begun here with 
Finsulate UK. 

The company agreed to cover my trim tabs with their Speed-grade product which is designed for speeds up to 
40 knots. They were very keen to conduct the work themselves to ensure a quality, long lasting application was achieved.
Obviously, the company prefers that clients adopt a full underwater hull wrap but that is more than I am prepared to
pay at this time. 

For ‘planing’ hulls the company warn there could be a loss of a few knots at top speed, but this is probably no more
than would be lost by a fouled hull, especially toward the end of the season. I do not expect any noticeable loss of
speed from covering just the tabs.

The attraction of the material to me was that it was a film held on by a flexible adhesive. It is very difficult to get any
coating to stick to Stainless Steel trim tabs. Hard coatings that do stick, get vibrated off when under way. The version
of Finsulate we used is designed and tested for high speed and hopefully the flexible film will adhere to the trim tabs
despite the vibration.

By Roger Nicholas ARDEA 210C
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When the tabs were returned from Finsulate they looked like they had been covered in black velvet. The covering 
appeared to be very well bonded even round the 90-degree bends and the curves on the hinge plate. 

This was their first attempt at covering trim tabs and I had to carefully paint the raw metal edges with conventional 
antifouling paint. In future it should be possible to laminate is such a way as to cover all the bare metal edges.

I won’t know it’s effectiveness until the end of the season but at present it looks very hopeful. 

What are my hopes and expectations at the end of the season? 
•    I expect the under-surface of the tab to be clear of any hard or soft fouling
•    I expect the top and sides of the tab to have some soft fouling especially as the water in Portsmouth harbour 
       is full of silt. Success will be if this washes off leaving the tab ready for use the next season.

•    I hope I will not have to remove and strip the trim-tabs over the winter.

Time will tell and I will report back in the Autumn edition of Nimbus news.

If you require more information, contact:
Sam Mason at Finsulate UK
Tel: 0800 644 8440
Email: info@finsulateuk.com Website: www.finsulate.co.uk

Cleaned up ready to send off for covering.

Tabs covered, note raw metal edge. Tabs back on the boat with edges painted with black 
anti-fouling paint.
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It’s always someone else’s misfortune that catches our attention.
We’re all human, we don’t always think ahead and often commit to: “I’ll do that tomorrow” but on a trip last season
Clare and I were involved in an incident that did focus the mind.

We had accompanied a sailing boat and her crew on a trip to and from Chichester Marina. The crew of the 28 ft
sailing vessel comprised of a very knowledgeable helm and owner and a partially sighted friend. Both were a goodly
age. The helm had a medical condition requiring frequent dressing of a healing wound on his leg and had some 
difficulty walking any distance. Medical attention was administered on board the boat in Chichester Marina before
departing the berth.

The weather was fine and sunny, 15-20
knots of wind from a SW direction with the
ebb tide under us out through Chichester
Harbour entrance.

Skip had decided to tow his dinghy behind
the boat rather than to stow it on the deck.
This was to be the FIRST mistake. As the
yacht under motor bounced through the
fairly steep sea around the bar, the dinghy
came adrift. He didn’t notice his loss for
some minutes until he eventually looked over
the stern. He turned the boat around with
the intention of looking for the dinghy. 
In doing so, he managed to slip over the
transom of his boat, ending up clinging to
the stanchions with his healing leg in the
water! He called to his friend down below.
The partially sighted crew very quickly clambered up into the cockpit but was unable to recover Skip from over the
transom; it required a combo of weight and strength. 

Skip was not wearing a life jacket! “Why do I need one, I’ve never had a problem!”

What next? I hear you ask. Well, the Gods were with them. The rescue boat from a local sailing club had received a
VHF call from another boat reporting a “dinghy floating in the harbour with no-one on board” The rescue boat had
collected said dinghy, looked round for a boat that might be looking for it and spied the crew in trouble. The rescue
boat caught up with them, the crew hopped on board and saved the day. 

All’s well that ends well!

Moral of the story:

1. Ensure that a life Jacket is worn at all times

2. If you tow a dinghy, attached it securely.

3. Have sufficient crew

QED

Footnote: Although we accompanied this craft on the voyage both to and from Chichester Marina we heard of the
tender detaching only after the event. Since then we gave the ‘Skip’ a lesson in wearing a life jacket! He says now
that “he always wears one….. We shall see”.

SAFETY FIRST -
A REMINDER TO US ALL

by Nigel Barfoot Cascade 320c



In December 2021 Martin Willard gave a very interesting “ZOOM” talk about the RNLI. In that he said that the

MAIB advice was not to wear automatic lifejackets inside the cabin.

I have been a dinghy sailor for nearly 60 years (am I really that old?) and have always used a dinghy buoyancy

aid. They have their advantages in that they are relatively comfortable and you can swim wearing them. Of course,

the disadvantage is that if you are knocked out, for instance by the boom on a yacht, you may well float face down

- with obvious consequences.

Although you probably would not be unconscious when going overboard from a Nimbus they are possibly overall,

not suitable. However, they are suitable for use in a tender or rubber dub.

Personally, in my Nimbus, I always wear a modern close fitting automatic lifejacket which would only inflate when

immersed in the water and, whether I was conscious or unconscious, I would float on my back. This would of course

be essential when on a sailing yacht where there’s a greater chance of being unconscious, probably from a boom

strike.

As far as the debate about self-inflating and manual lifejackets is concerned, notwithstanding the MAIB advice, 

I believe a risk assessment would show the probability of a Nimbus cabin being filled with water to be low. 

The circumstances would be exceptional as would a capsize.

Of course, the whole crew should be briefed on means of escape in any emergency. Should there be for instance a

fire in the engine compartment which can block out the rear cockpit, the forward hatch is the only other means of

escape. I suggest owners should explore very carefully the method of getting out through the hatch - a squeeze at

the best of times and, if you stand on the berth below you may not be high enough to lift yourself out. Also, getting

through the hatch would probably be impossible in a self-inflating lifejacket if for some reason, it was already 

inflated??? Would you take it off or puncture it?!!!

Overall, I can see the point of the MAIB advice as the chance of going into the water unconscious from a Nimbus

is very low and probably you have time. BUT the choice is yours.
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Lifejackets – 
What do you 
wear?
by Ken Haynes
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Our Journey 
by Julia Hartley MACH 2 Nimbus 35DC

We travelled from Brixham to Troon (on a day trip) in August 2021 to view Mach 2. She had been out of the water for
two years and was stowed on the edge of the car park at Troon Marina. To say she was dirty was an understatement,
the walls and ceilings were covered in soot from the cars, but she was just what we were looking for. We requested a
survey which showed nothing to cause concern so we paid a deposit and engaged a company to service the engines,
check out the drives and anti-foul the underwater hull.

Again, nothing was highlighted to cause concern so we paid the balance and arranged road transport. She was put
in the water in Torquay and Nigel brought her across Torbay to her new home in Brixham. Berthing her was a challenge
though. Nigel said something was wrong as she was not very responsive handling. We engaged a local company to
check her over and they advised a problem with the clutches and she would need to come out of the water for the fix.
Unfortunately, there was a long waiting list at Galmpton Creek to lift boats due to Covid but we finally got a date for
February 2022. They kindly slotted us in as we said we would only need her out for two weeks. 

In the meantime, the inside was scrubbed and steam cleaned to within an inch of her life. A new oven was purchased
and so far she is looking good. The pilot’s chair on the fly bridge needs attention, it is very unstable but it is seized up
and cannot be removed easily, this is work in progress!

The date to be lifted out of the water was February 24th. It was extremely windy. We had a crew of three on the boat
with me and a member of the marina staff, Martin, holding the ropes. Nigel slowly drove the boat out of the berth but,
as he turned, the wind took her and almost took me as well. I was still holding my rope! With ropes safely thrown onto
the boat I stood helplessly watching Mach 2 manoeuvring past the other boats with our crew fending off contact. Nigel
didn’t appear to have any control in the high wind and eventually, with the boat turned right around he started to exit
backwards, further fending off was required. I felt sick and helpless. Martin ran down the pontoon, calling for further
assistance on his radio, but to be honest, there wasn’t a lot we could do. Martin said he’d check for damage to the
other vessels and let us know the extent once boat owners were contacted. I arrived at Galmpton Creek, on the River
Dart, to take the ropes. Still in shock, I requested assistance so again stood and watched as Mach 2 was persuaded
to come alongside the pontoon, only to be blown off course each time. Finally, after 4 or 5 attempts she was close
enough for ropes to be thrown. At this point, I have gone from loving this boat to hating it! My confidence was shot.

Whilst she was on her stilts, Nigel noticed the ‘H’ frames connecting the outdrives to the boat had severely corroded,
with one top connection sheared off (someone in Troon had antifouled over this!). Replacing these were added to the
list of repairs. The selector on the port drive was all but seized solid, and we were lucky to engage forward.

It was noticed that the control cables passing through the engine bay had contacted the engine and melted the plastic
coating allowing the inner cables to corrode making manoeuvring even more unpredictable, replacement of these had
to be added to the ever-growing list. 

Two weeks out of the water turned to 7. My stomach was churning on the day she was sailed back to Brixham but, all
was well, she was much more responsive, however, another problem has been identified. The helm indicator is broken
but we are on the case. BOAT = Break Out Another Thousand (and more)! But some good news: no damage was done
to any other boat on the journey out of the marina. A bit more fixing and cleaning and we will be ready for our 
adventures on Mach 2.

Members: Wow! Well done Julia for being so open. There are many warnings here. Eds.
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NIMBUS OWNERS CLUB

Is your pride and joy up to standard?
BUT:     

Is it let down by your scruffy, faded or worn Nimbus Owners Club burgee?

By our careful and judicious procurement policy we have been able to obtain a stock of new 
Nimbus Owners Club burgees and can retain the cost at an amazing “roll back” price of just:

£14.00 – HOW DO THEY DO IT, YOU MAY EXCLAIM?

ALSO:
Are you proud of your membership of the Nimbus Owners Club UK?

Why not buy a washable, woven badge to stick or sew onto your sailing jacket (or jumper)
- also ideal for covering up unwanted advertising by clothing manufacturers!

Treat your boat and buy your new burgee now at this low, low price.
Why not buy two; one for day-to-day use and one for special occasions?



Chairman  - David Noyce - 01243 787509
email: dnoyce@btinternet.com 

Membership Secretary - Janet Noyce 01243 787509  
email: dnoyce@btinternet.com 

Treasurer  - Roger Nicholas   
email: ardea@dittybox6.plus.com 

Committee Members:
Editor Nimbus News - Jean and Peter 
email: boatmadoldie@gmail.com  

Committee Secretary - Julia Hendry 
email: juliahendry@btinternet.com

Advertising & sponsorship - Gilbert Park  
email: gilbertpark@me.com

Website Liaison - Bartley McNeela 
email: bjmcneela@gmail.com

Equipment and spares web development - Martin Willard 
email: martinwillard@btinternet.com  

Web site: www.nimbusowners.co.uk
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NewsN I M B U S

We prefer to work with Word documents sent as email
attachments. Please don’t embed pictures in your Word
documents but send pictures separately as jpgs or similar
and suggest captions. 

All Nimbus News contributions should be sent to:
Peter and Jean Coles boatmadoldie@gmail.com

Closing date for the Summer Edition 2022 will be 
Friday 12 August 2022

Jonas Gothberg
Email: jonas.gothberg@nimbus.se

C O N T R I B U T I O N S

DISCLAIMER.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the 
contributors and do not necessarily represent the views of the
Nimbus Owners Club UK. Similarly the club will not be held
responsible for the contents, claims, or possible results of the
use of, any advertisement in this newsletter.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR NIMBUS
SWEDEN AND SPARES:

WHO’S WHO & HOW TO
CONTACT YOUR COMMITTEE


